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a b s t r a c t

In 2001, Harn and Lin [4] proposed a non-repudiation metering scheme. In this paper, we
reveal two security weaknesses in their scheme, which could make the scheme either too
inefficient or incapable of presenting the exact visiting number of a server. An improved
schemewill be presented in this paper to avoid these weaknesses in themetering scheme.

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Asweb advertisement plays amore andmore important role in the global net economy, attention has been drawn to find
out a suitable way to measure the popularity of a server. Metering scheme is a simple way aiming to measure the visiting
number of a certain server. A naive example of the metering scheme is to give each client a certified key and require it to
present a certification to the server while visiting the server, but there are two main disadvantages of this naive scheme.
First, it is far too inefficient, the size of a server’s proof and the work of a third party to verify the claimed number of a server
(could be an audit agency) should be the same order as the total visiting number of all the clients, plus it also implies that
each client needs to perform a public key signature during every visit. Secondly, it could not prevent the invasion of privacy
of the clients since it could be easy to trace the clients by verifying the certification of a certain client. In 1998, Naor and
Pinkas [1] proposed a metering scheme based on secret sharing scheme for the first time. In 2000, Ogata and Kurosawa [2]
proposed a modified version of Naor and Pinkas’ metering scheme. In 2001, Masucci and Stinson [3] presented a flexible
metering scheme with pricing. All of the schemes mentioned above were constructed based upon secret sharing scheme.
In 2001, Harn and Lin [4] first proposed a non-repudiation metering scheme based on Lamport’s password-chaining

technique [5]. Comparedwith the previousmetering scheme, their scheme couldworkwithout the participation of the audit
agency. The security of their scheme is based on the security of one-way hash chaining and the digital signature scheme.
However, we will state that with the help of a corrupt client a server could easily inflate its visiting number. If the third

party wants to get the true visiting number of the server, it needs to verify all the signatures of the proof of the server which
means there will not be any significant difference between Harn and Lin [4]’s scheme and the naive version of metering
scheme.

2. Review of Harn and Lin’s scheme

There are mainly two characters in their scheme: client and server. Let f (x) be a hash function and f m(x) = f (f (· · ·
(f (x)) · · ·)) be the composition ofm f ’s, and f 0(b) = b. The whole scheme could be divided into the following steps:

– Step 1
During the initialization, each client selects an integer b and registers f m(b) to the server.
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– Step 2
In the first visit, the client submits f m−1(b) to prove itself to the server. Then, the server will replace f m(b) in its database
by f m−1(b).

– Step 3
In the next jth visit where j = 2, 3, . . . ,m, the client will present f m−j(b) to the server and the server will also update
its database with f m−j(b). In order to provide non-repudiation proof to the server, each client also needs to sign on the
hash value of f m(b) and present the signature to the server, and hereM represents certain information about, such as the
expired date and the identity of the associated server and so on. The server could use the combination of f m−j(b) and the
signature of (f m(b),M) as evidence of jth visit made by the client.

3. Security flaws in Harn and Lin’s scheme

For a dishonest server who wants to inflate its visiting number, it could accomplish the inflation by cooperating with a
corrupt client. The dishonest server could execute the scheme as follow:

– Step 1
The client could first randomly pick n numbers b1, b2, . . . , bn and register f m(b1), f m(b2), . . . , f m(bn) to the server.
Besides, the client will present the corresponding signature on (f m(b1),M), (f m(b2),M), . . . , (f m(bn),M) using n forged
private keys corresponding to n different fake identities. The expired date inM could be as late as possible.

– Step 2
In the jth visit, the client submits f m−j(b1), f m−j(b2), . . . , f m−j(bn) to the server, where j = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

– Step 3
Let Sigk[c] represent the signature on c by identity k. By presenting the combination of f m−j(bk) and the corresponding
signature Sigk[(f m(bk),M)] (where j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, k = 1, 2, . . . , n), the server could provide the proof of n visiting
clients while only one client visits the server actually.

The server could easily inflate its visiting number by following these above steps. For a web advertiser who wants to
know the exact visiting number, he will not be able to find out these n-pair f m−j(bk) and Sigk[(f m(bk),M)] are actually from
the same client unless he verifies the corresponding signature. However, it will be too inefficient if the web advertiser needs
to verify the clients’ signature one by one.
This scheme also cannot prevent another kind of inflation by the server. This kind of inflation is first mentioned in [1].

Corrupt servers or ‘‘entrepreneurs’’ could possibly organize a large group of clients and sell their services as ‘‘visitors-per-
pay’’. Thus, a server could purchase these services and claim it has a large number of visitors while these visitors are from a
single group of clients actually.

4. An improved metering scheme

There are two security flaws about Harn and Lin’s scheme. The first one could be prevented by adding an audit agency to
the scheme. The metering scheme presented in [6] could actually prevent the first inflation. However, the scheme [6] could
not avoid the second kind of inflation either. The second kind of inflation could be prevented by the turnover property of
a metering scheme [1]. Turnover means the ratio between the number of old and new visiting clients of a server. Since the
claimed number of the server in the second kind of inflation is based on a single group of clients, it would not be easy for the
dishonest server to provide a good turnover. An improvedmetering schemewill be presented in this paper, and this scheme
is actually a modified version of the metering scheme in [6]. This new metering scheme will add the turnover property in
order to prevent the second kind of inflation.
Thewholemetering scheme could be divided into two states: the normal state and the turnover state. In the normal state,

the audit agency A could neglect the turnover of the server. A needs to consider the turnover of the server in the turnover
state. The turnover state could last for several time frames randomly chosen by the audit agency A in order to prevent the
server from nullifying the inspection of A.
At the beginning of the whole metering scheme, the audit agency A will assign a random key ki and a user identity Uidi

for the corresponding client Ci, i = 1, 2, . . . , n and then computes h(ki,Uidi) for Ci and transmits it to the corresponding
client later. The audit agency is also responsible to send the n pairs of 〈Uidi, hm(ki,Uidi)〉, i = 1, 2, . . . , n to the server, where
m represents that this metering scheme could last form time frame. The normal state of the scheme works as follow:

– Step 1
When Ci visits the server S during time frame t , Ci needs to compute hm−t(ki,Uidi) and Vi = h(S, t, hm−t(ki,Uidi)) and
send them to the server. The server will verify the correctness of hm−t(ki,Uidi) by executing t times hash functions to
check whether ht [hm−t(ki,Uidi)] is equal to hm(ki,Uidi) stored in its database. If the answer is positive, then it will check
whether Vi = h(S, t, hm−t(ki,Uidi)) holds. If this equation also holds, then it will provide the required service for the
client. If any of the answer to these previous two check is negative, then it will refuse to provide service for the client.
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– Step 2
At the end of this time frame, it will present a proof to the audit agency. This proof includes the visiting number l
and the visiting clients’ identities Uidi, i = 1, 2, . . . , l. Meanwhile, the server needs to compute the corresponding
P = V1

⊕
V2

⊕
· · ·

⊕
Vl and sends P to A.

– Step 3
When A starts to verify the claimed number of the server, it first needs to check the identities Uidi, i = 1, 2, . . . , l
and computes all the corresponding V ′i = h(S, t, hm−t(ki,Uidi)), i = 1, 2, . . . , l, and finally it will compute P ′ =
V ′1

⊕
V ′2

⊕
· · ·

⊕
V ′l . If the equation P

′
= P holds, then the audit agency will decide the amount of money it needs

to pay for the server.

The turnover state of the scheme works as follow:

– Step 1
The principle of the first three steps could be the same to that of the counterpart in the normal state.

– Step 2
In order to estimate the turnover of a certain sever, A needs to store the identities sets of the server in the different time
frames of turnover state. It is A’s responsibility to assign the clients ID, thus A knows the correspondence between the
client and the client’s ID. In consequence, A could easily compute the ratio between the number of new clients and that
of the old clients, i.e., the turnover of the server. Since the audit agency might supervise many servers during a certain
period, it is easy for A to establish a criteria in term of the turnover. Those servers with the turnover below a certain level
should be paid a lower unit price per visiting client as a punishment. Those servers with the turnover above the level
should be paid a higher unit price per visiting client as a rewards. Plus, the advertisers might consider those servers with
low turnover as the candidates when they decide to terminate their pacts with certain unprofitable servers to ensure a
high profits from the advertisements.

5. Security and efficiency analysis

The security analysis could be twofold according to the two kind of inflations.

1. It is impossible for a single client to impersonatemultiple clients since the issue authority of the clients’ identities belongs
to A. Without the help of the audit agency, the one-way chaining algorithm can prevent one client to figure out the secret
key Ki of the other clients and thus successfully impersonate the other clients since it is computationally infeasible for
these clients to compute backward values from the published one-way value.

2. It is hard for the server to benefit from the second kind of inflation due to the rewards and punishment policy based on
the turnover properties of themetering scheme. The servermight still win certain amounts of profits from the advertisers
while only a single group of clients visit the server. However, the audit agency will easily find out the trick of the server
by observing the turnover of this server. Eventually the advertisers will cancel the contract with this server.

The efficiency of our construction is comparable to that of Harn and Lin’s construction.
In our construction, when a client visits a server, it needs to accomplish two hash function computation while it needs

to complete one hash function and generate one public key signature in Harn and Lin’s scheme. The generation of a public
key signature is rather costly compared with the symmetric hash function computation. However, the client could generate
the signature in advance and store it in its own computer if the client visits the same server repeatedly. In order to make
sure that the client presents the correctly formed proof, the server has to complete t + 1 hash function computations while
this is not needed in Harn and Lin’s scheme. However, there’s no guarantee of robustness in Harn and Lin’s construction
respectively.
At the end of a time frame, the server in our construction is required to complete l XOR computations while in Harn and

Lin’s scheme there’s no need for the server to do any computation.
When the audit agency A verifies the proof presented by the server, it needs to complete l × (m − t) hash function

computations and lXOR computationswhile A has to accomplish l×t hash function computations and l public key signature
verifications in Harn and Lin’s scheme. It is observable that our construction is more efficient in this step.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the security flaws of [4] are stated out, and an improved metering scheme is presented to remedy these
flaws. The security analysis shows that this improved scheme does have the claimed advantage.
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